
Alex’s  
13th Birthday  

Mall Scavenger Hunt 
at Queens Center MaLL 

5555 Queens Blvd, Elmhurst, NY 55555

After-Hunt Party 
When teams are finished we will all meet at 

_____________ ___:___ 
we will eat and view photos and other items at  

______________________________________ 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Alex’s Parents 
Jane Doe -555-5555- Mom 
John Doe -  555-5555 - Dad 

If you  lose your group before the meeting time, 
 head to the meeting place. 

AlLERGIES 
Jane— stone fruit 

John  -  pineapples 

Parents Contact 
Janey-555-5555 ( Mrs. Jane) 
Johnny- 555-5555 ( Mr. John) 
Janie - 555-5555(Ms. Jane) 
John - 555-5555 (Mrs. john) 



you are going to be given a list of items to collect or take 
photos/videos of. For some of the things on the list you 
will have to answer a question or riddle before you can 
find them.  All items can be found in the mall. 

Have Fun But Don’t Run :  
Do not run down the mall hallways, or run in any of the stores. Although 
you are all well behaved, you may still have a security guard come up to 
you to ask what’s going on. If a security guard comes up to ask what’s 
going on, make sure you stop and explain what you doing, not run away.  
An adult will be with your group so if this happens we will be there to 
explain but just in case do the above mentioned.  

Respect:  
Be polite, and show your respect for the store and its employees. Treat 
store clerks with respect. If you move an item off a shelf or a rack, 
carefully put it back where you found it. If a person says no, players 
should respect their answer, not be rude, then try somebody else. 

Get Real: Don’t Steal  
I know that all of you know this and it might be obvious, but it’s worth 
mentioning anyway. Some of the list  ideas require players to collect 
FREE items and some involve performing tasks or taking photos of items 
but let us emphasize that none of the items should be stolen. 

Photos & List & Points: 
Some items on the list will require taking a picture on someone’s cell 
phone. Make sure to include at least one team member in each of the 
photos you take. Only use one cell phone or camera to take photos. 
Have one team member check off each item you find from the list. The 
team earning the most points from the scavenger hunt list wins the 
game! Have fun, play fair! Remember, it’s just a game! 

Meeting Time and Place: 
Every team will meet by  _________________ at ___:_____. If you lose the 
rest of your group before the meeting time, call or head to the meeting 
place. If your team is late, 5 points will be deducted from your team pts. 

RIDDLES - 5 points each 

Here’s the list of scavenger hunt riddles where the answers are 
stores in the mall. Take a photo in front.  

Riddle #1 🔲  
Store:___________                  Answer-Macy’s 
In this shop you will be able to find Anything you need for  
home living It is also the store that in New York Plans a big 
parade for Thanksgiving. 

Riddle #2 🔲  
Store:___________            Answer- Bed Bath & Beyond 
The first word is where you lay down at night. The second  
is where you shower. The third and fourth are said by  
Buzz LightyearWhen he’s the man of the hour. 

Riddle #3 🔲  
Store:___________              Answer-Victoria’s Secret 
The models of their underwear look like they’ve been on a  
diet. The name of a woman who is keeping something quiet 

Riddle #4 🔲  
Store:___________                   Answer-Old Navy 
This next store’s name, It should be easy. They are not young  
but are out at sea. 

Riddle #5 🔲  
Store:___________                   Answer-Hot Topic 
You’re doing very well at this and you might be feeling  
bold. Next up on this scavenger hunt Is a subject that’s not cold. 

Riddle #6 🔲  
Store:___________                   Answer-McDonalds 
If you want some fast food this is where you go this old man  
had a farm E-I-E-I-O 

Riddle #7 🔲  
Store:___________                Answer-Banana Republic 
To find the next store on the list this clue should help give  
you a hunch. It sounds like it is a country that sells yellow  
fruit by the bunch
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QUESTIONS - 15 points 
Here’s the list of questions. Answers can be found in the mall.  

What are the two stores to the left and right of Old Navy?
_________________________________________________________ 

How much does it cost for a slice of cheese pizza at Sbarro?  
_________________________________________________________ 

What is the largest % discount at New York & Company? 
_________________________________________________________ 

How many mannequins are there in Gap?  
_________________________________________________________ 

How many places sell fries in the food court? 
_________________________________________________________ 

What is the URL for the mall’s website? 
_________________________________________________________ 

What are three stores or kiosks where I could buy a cellphone? 
_________________________________________________________ 

How many tables does the food court have? 
_________________________________________________________ 

What is the most expensive piece of jewelry you can see on display at Zales?  
_________________________________________________________ 

How many different mix-ins are available at Coldstone  Creamery? 
_________________________________________________________ 

How many changing rooms are there in H&M? 
_________________________________________________________ 

How many stores are in the mall? 
_________________________________________________________ 

The cost of a chic file A Chicken sandwich mea 
_________________________________________________________

COLLECT THESE ITEMS - 20 points each 
Here’s the list of things to collect. Everything can be found in the mall.  

a food sample 
buying a gum ball 

A take-out menu 
A fortune cookie 
A shopping bag 
A price tag 
A perfume sample 
Three different business cards 
A store’s catalog 
A map of the mall 
An old receipt 
Something broken (a store was going to throw away) 
A napkin with a restaurant logo on it (from the food court) 
A straw (from a restaurant) 
A ketchup packet 
A piece of tissue paper 
A person’s autograph (extra points if his/her name is “Alex”) 
At least 50 cents worth of money found on the floor 
A french fry (can’t buy it…) 
A clothing hanger 
An employment application 

3 business cards (extra points if the first names on the business 
cards are __________________ 

credit card application 
frozen yogurt sample 
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Pose with a mannequin 
“Look! We all managed to fit in this!” 
Wear the most outrageous outfit you can put together in one store 
Perform a handstand 
“I don’t think that’s how it’s supposed to be used!” 
Pose with a mannequin  
Perform a handstand 
 a catalog pose in a furniture or home furnishings store.(whole team) 
“I don’t think that’s how it’s supposed to be used!” 
with a salesperson named Alex 
wearing a hat with a feather 
wearing a feather boa 
trying on an (birthday person favorite color) necktie 
wearing a tiara 
with a live animal 
covered in stuffed animals at the Disney store 
 riding the escalator posing  
riding the elevator posing 
laying on a bench 
washing hands 
everyone looking  at a mall information map posing 
playing a video game 
riding a skateboard 
trying on the ugliest prom dress -5 pts bonus for the worst one! 
wearing purple eye shadow 
wearing 1 high heel red shoe  
on a kiddie ride 
holding helium balloons 
Everyone wearing sunglasses 
opening the door for people 
 hiding behind a tree or bush 
giving play dolls piggy back rides 
looking in a mirror 
standing on the second floor waving to people on the first floor 
holding hands with a cute guy 
wearing cowboy hats 
holding hands walking through the mall (WHOLE Team) 
getting a makeover. - 10 bonus pts 
someone wearing a snapback Yankees hat 
Darth Vader 
something on sale for $9.99 
sign with the word”bargain” on it 
group picture with  Apple products 
all members with leather jackets 
a pose with a senior 
Team reflection in something other than a mirror

PHOTOS - 10 Points Each 
Here’s the list of photo task. Everything can be found in the mall. 

stage a Kung-Fu battle in front of one of the stores (whole team) 
team standing under a clock at an exact time (such as ______ p.m.) 
wearing a veil at Claire's 

VIDEOS - 25 Points Each 
Here’s the list of video task. Everything can be found in the mall. 

Walk around the food court with toilet paper hanging on shoe 
walking up the stairs backwards 
singing “Mary had a little Lamb” to a child 
helping someone with their packages 
doing the “wave” 
playing follow the leader 
saluting people as they come out of Old Navy 

staged Kung-Fu battle in front of one of the stores 
A team-member break dancing in the middle of the mall 
Go to a toy store and someone on your team yells “OH MY GOSH 
IT’S A BARBIE!!” really loud 
A team member going to a department store and trying on a shirt 
or dress that is several sizes too small, then asking the clerk if it fits 
Convince a someone to let you taste their food 
The whole team singing a song together in front of a music store 
In public, a teammate puts a tiara or crown on their head and says 
“Hello, I’m the Queen of England” in an English accent 
a team member asking an employee in a southern accent “where 
the bathroom is” 
welcome at least two customers into footlocker 
ask to try on shoes in the third person i.e.: “ Alex would like t o try 
on… Alex is a size …. Alex thanks you 
Go to KFC /Chick Fil A and ask “What part of the chicken are the 
chicken nuggets made of” 
When in the bathroom stall suddenly exclaim “Corn! When did I 
eat corn?” (you are just standing in stall, not actually using it) 
When asked “may I help you” - you bow or curtsey  
Ask Cinnabon if they have a layaway plan 
As you exit the store say loudly as group with fist in the air “This 
place Rocks!”
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